SanTRAL® Plus
The benchmark for washrooms, made smart.

Improved lock
Beveled, vandalism-proof lock

Improved window
An elegant bezel now encases a vandalism-proof window

Sloped roof
Sloped design prevents items from being placed on dispenser roof.

Hygienic & service-friendly
Smooth welds, bends and powdercoating ensure fast cleaning

Even more choices
Three premium colours:

- Oslo Blue
- Copper Rose
- Slate Grey

Standard colours:
Steel Touch, Arctic White, Midnight

Features:
- Fill-level and activation monitoring
- Data transfer via WiFi
- Visual indicator for fill level and battery level
- Over-the-air configuration and firmware updates
- NFC optional for data readout and configuration via Smartphone
- Smart Device can be retrofitted at any time

Learn more here:
Page 10 or scan QR-Code

OWMS
OPHARDT WASHROOM MONITORING SYSTEM®
Universal dispenser with open refill system for soap, foam or spray, 600 ml

**UDU 5 Manual**

- Smart Ready
- New X10 pump generation:
  - Three exchangeable pumps available: liquid soap/sanitizer, foam, and alco-spray
  - Adjustable dosage 0.5 - 1.5 ml
  - Colour coding of pumps for better differentiation
  - Improved, luxurious foam quality
  - CleanTip Technology: No product dripping
  - Use of post-consumer recycled (PCR) material by approx. 50 % by mass
  - For manual and touchless dispensers
- Refill container with 600 ml volume:
  - Lid snaps into place when open
- Design upgrade:
  - Operating lever with visual upgrade

Touchless universal dispenser with open refill system for soap, foam or spray, 600 ml

**UDU 5 Touchless**

- 4 D-cell batteries ensure long battery life
- Quiet + Drive Technology
- Smart Ready
- New X10 pump generation:
  - Three exchangeable pumps available: liquid soap/sanitizer, foam, and alco-spray
  - Adjustable dosage 0.5 - 1.5 ml
  - Colour coding of pumps for better differentiation
  - Improved, luxurious foam quality
  - CleanTip Technology: No product dripping
  - Use of post-consumer recycled (PCR) material by approx. 50 % by mass
  - For manual and touchless dispensers
- Refill container with 600 ml volume:
  - Lid snaps into place when open
Autocut dispenser for paper towel rolls, with mechanical cutting unit (Autocut)

**ACU 1**
- A new member of the SanTRAL® family:
  - Automatic cutting unit cuts paper to standardized paper lengths
  - No batteries required
  - Emergency lever when paper cannot be gripped
  - Smart Ready

---

Paper towel dispenser for 2 pack folding paper towels, adjustable from layer fold to interfold, with tilt protection

**PTU 31**
- New, adjustable outlet design enables dispensing of all major paper types: layer fold, single (v) fold, z-fold, zz-fold, multifold, and interfold
- Outlet easily adjusted in seconds by maintenance staff
- New pressure release mechanism, ensures consistent dispensing of paper stack, no matter the fill level
- Smart Ready

---

**ACU 1 - INNOVATIVE AUTOCUT MECHANISM**
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Emergency lever when paper cannot be gripped

**PTU 31 - UNIVERSAL PAPER OUTLET**

[Image of Paper outlet]

Outlet design enables dispensing of all major paper types
Double toilet roll dispenser for 2 standard toilet paper rolls, with automatic integration of spare roll

**TTU 2**
- New, robust auto-drop mechanism for spare roll when ensures continuous operation
- Improved design allows ergonomic dispensing of toilet paper, and increased hygiene due to improved visibility and accessibility of paper
- Smart Ready

Open waste bin, 50 litre capacity, with concealing waste chute and internal bag holder

**OBU 50**
- Open waste bin with new design, allows touchless disposal of used paper towel while concealing waste from view
- Internal bag holder makes replacing waste bags easier than ever
- Smart Ready
HYGIENE MADE DIGITAL

How can you ensure positive hygiene experiences, while reducing costs and improving productivity? Combine our intuitive OWMS software with our latest generation of intelligent dispensers.

Facility management has never been this easy

Unlock savings, increase productivity and guarantee satisfaction with OPHARDT Intelligent Solutions. Each intelligent dispenser or waste receptacle, transmits usage and fill-level data so that you and your workforce can optimize refill cycles and corresponding cleaning tasks.

Monitor and ensure efficacy of public infection prevention programs. The OPHARDT Washroom Monitoring System (OWMS) can simplify facility management in public washrooms, offices, shopping centres, healthcare facilities, sports stadiums and anywhere else hygiene is essential.

The internet of things may have no better place than in hand hygiene. At OPHARDT Hygiene we are fully committed to offering innovative, connected solutions that improve hand hygiene by offering reliable data and practical functions.

For healthcare institutions, the OPHARDT Hygiene Monitoring System® (OHMS), is a powerful tool for increasing hand hygiene compliance, reducing hospital-acquired infections and saving lives while also saving costs.

Our OPHARDT Washroom Monitoring System® (OWMS) creates efficiencies and improves user experiences in managing washroom facilities.

The internet of things may have no better place than in hand hygiene. At OPHARDT Hygiene we are fully committed to offering innovative, connected solutions that improve hand hygiene by offering reliable data and practical functions.

For healthcare institutions, the OPHARDT Hygiene Monitoring System® (OHMS), is a powerful tool for increasing hand hygiene compliance, reducing hospital-acquired infections and saving lives while also saving costs.

Our OPHARDT Washroom Monitoring System® (OWMS) creates efficiencies and improves user experiences in managing washroom facilities.

YOUR BENEFITS

- Increased productivity in facility management
- Reduced costs through optimized refill cycles
- Increased user satisfaction through product availability
- Pandemic-safe sanitizer fill level control

Learn more here:
BREAK THE CHAIN OF INFECTION